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Purpose

• In computed tomography (CT), nonlinear characteristics of beam hardening
are caused by polychromaticity of x-rays, which severely degrade CT image
quality and diagnostic accuracy.

• Current correction approaches used in clinical CT are mainly based on water-
equivalent calibration and recent scientific researches published an extension
of including dense bones in the scan field. This approach makes assumptions
of certain material types, which are only partially valid and may lead to
suboptimal corrections. Other correction techniques are limited in correction
effectiveness and computational complexity on cone beam geometry, when
scanned objects consist of more than one material.

• In this study, we present a new BHC approach which models the polychromatic
x-rays with physical characteristics. The aim of our study is to effectively
reduce beam hardening with increased applicability to various kinds of
datasets for cone beam CT.

Methods and Materials

Methods:

The proposed correction process is illustrated in Fig. 1 on page 5

Original reconstruction:

• The method is initialized by performing a preliminary reconstruction based on
FDK[19], from which material distribution can be estimated.

Segmentation:

• Due to the complexity of 3D volume segmentation, a histogram based
segmentation algorithm was applied to differentiate materials.

• The main disadvantage of this method is the potential misclassification caused
by materials with similar CT numbers and strong streaking artifact.

Ray casting:
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• Since the attenuation of a polychromatic x-ray is energy-, distance- and
material dependent, the lengths of the ray passing through each material is
required for our correction approach. (Fig. 2 on page 5)

• Boundary condition needs to be treated separately to achieve an accurate
ray sum at the border of the volume. Binary searching at border voxels
of the volume and on material changes are processed. According to
computational time and performance, 0.1% of original step size accuracy is
used of 10% in processing time increase.

Correction:

1. The total cross sections for each material are calculated from principal
photon interactions.

2. To model the polychromatic projections, a logarithm interpolation is used for
certain energy levels according to total cross section.

3. Attenuation factors for both monochromatic and polychromatic case are
calculated based on total cross section and material density.

Fig. 3: Mathematical derivation for correction steps 1-3.
References: Q. Yang; Erlangen, GERMANY

4. Afterwards, projection intensities are calculated according to intersection
lengths between rays and objects.

5. With original projection images as reference, a calibrated correction image
can be obtained.
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Fig. 4: Mathematical derivation for correction steps 4 and 5.
References: Q. Yang; Erlangen, GERMANY

However, in real x-ray CT applications, some residual artifacts remain that could not
be sufficiently suppressed. In particular, dark streaks between dense objects are still
present, with an indication of under-correction. Moreover, due to potential inaccuracies
of segmentation, overlapping would occur during segmentation and ray casting, which
results in both over-correction for low density objects and under-correction for high
density objects. Under such circumstances, simple correction factor tuning is no longer
effective, and iterative corrections are carried out to improve segmentation accuracy and
further mitigate residual artifacts.

Materials:

The validity of the proposed algorithm was evaluated by using real x-ray projected data
with several cylindrical objects. Fig. 5 on page 7 shows the chemical composition
of these cylinders and reconstructed data without beam hardening correction. The
experimental parameters are shown in Table 1 on page 8.
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Images for this section:

Fig. 1: Flowchart of the proposed beam hardening correction method.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of ray casting for calculating intersection lengths between X-rays and
objects.

Fig. 3: Mathematical derivation for correction steps 1-3.
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Fig. 4: Mathematical derivation for correction steps 4 and 5.
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Fig. 5: Reconstruction slice image without BHC. Material placement in volume are
indicated.

Table 1: Experimental setup parameters.
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Results

Correction results are evaluated focusing cupping and streaking artifacts.

Cupping artifacts:

Fig. 6 on page 9 shows the reconstruction slices after BHC at iteration 1, 4 and
7 (above). Yellow lines are plotted in oder to exam cupping artifacts in copper and
steel cylinders, and corresponding line profiles are shown below. It can be observed
that cupping artifacts have been significantly removed during iterations. Meanwhile, the
differences of object density levels are improved, which can further improve segmentation
accuracy for next iteration.

Streaks between objects:

Correction results with focus on streaks between objects are displayed in Fig. 7 on
page 10. The fluctuated part at the two sides of steel cylinder are of interest, since
the copper cylinder with highest density has largest impact on other objects. After
iterative corrections, a significant improvement in terms of reducing streak artifacts can
be achieved.

Computational time:

• The processing time for one iteration is less than 30 seconds with detector
pixel counts 512x512.

• For each iteration, forward and backward projection modules constitute
dominant part for large computational intensity. After efficient GPU-based
implementation, forward and backward projections make up about 85% of
the total runtime.

Images for this section:
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Fig. 6: Correction results focus on cupping artifacts.

Fig. 7: Correction results focus on streak artifacts.
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Conclusion

In this study, we have presented a quantitative cone beam CT beam hardening correction
approach which can be applied to datasets consisting of multiple materials.

• The correction results indicated that our approach can significantly improve
CT image quality with datasets consisting of multiple materials.

• It has a major contribution of beam hardening artifact suppression when
dealing with wide range of object densities, even if segmentation accuracy of
preliminary reconstruction image is poor.

• By using an efficient GPU implementation, significant reduction of processing
time was achieved. This is a significant practical advantage compared to most
other BHC methods, with realization of full cone beam geometry correction for
clinical data.
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